
 

 

 

 

 
Vacancy Activities Committee 2021-2022 

JASON Institute is looking for members for its Activities Committee. Are you looking for a new 

challenge in the upcoming study year? Do you enjoy to organize a range of different activities, such as 

debates, lectures, study trips and visits to international organizations? And do you want to gain 

experience and build your network in the field of international security? The Activities Committee of 

JASON Institute offers you all these opportunities! We offer you the opportunity to organize interesting 

events, an activities committee that comes together for meetings and drinks, and to become part of an 

organization with a large network throughout the field of peace and security. 

 

Tasks 

As a member of the Activities Committee you organize an event of your liking together with a group of 

3-4 other committee members. You will organize the event from the beginning till the end: discussing 

the format and topic, finding the right speakers or institutions, the location, announcing and promoting 

the event, registering the participants and managing the event itself. The organized lectures or activities 

will revolve around central issues in international peace and security, such as (dis)armament, nuclear 

(non)proliferation, UN peacekeeping missions, intelligence practices and cyber warfare.  

 

Requirements 

We are looking for ambitious students, who work well as a team. You have knowledge of topics that are 

relevant to the JASON Institute and you have affinity with international political developments. You 

are excited to expand your network in the field of international security and to improve your 

organizational skills. Moreover, you are willing to work for the JASON Institute on an average of 3 to 

6 hours a week. 

 

JASON Institute 

JASON Institute, located in the Hague, the Netherlands, informs students and young professionals on 

matters of international peace and security since 1975. During its initial years of existence, the activities 

of JASON mainly focused on peace and security issues within the Transatlantic domain. However, as a 

result of the changing global geopolitical climate, JASON gradually expanded its scope to international 

security in the broadest sense of the word. The institute nowadays organizes conferences, debates, 

lectures, simulations, study trips and excursions. Additionally, JASON Magazine publishes the free 

JASON Magazine three times a year. Although last year our events mainly focused on online lectures 

and activities due to the pandemic, this year we hope restart organizing physical events and excursions.   

 

More information and application 

For more information on JASON institute, take a look at our website or social media. Specific questions 

regarding the Activities Committee of JASON can be sent to our Activities Coordinator Maaike Stroeks 

(coordinator@stichtingjason.nl). Do you want to apply? Please send a motivation letter (max 1 A4) and 

resumé (max 2 A4) to the aforementioned address before 30 September. 

 

 

 


